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1. What do these words mean? Choose from the options below and write sentences with
who.
steals from a shop
buys something from a shop
designs buildings
doesn't tell the truth
is not brave
pays rent to live somewhere
breaks into a house to steal things
expects the worst to happen
A. an architect
B. a customer
C. a burglar
D. a coward
E. a tenant
F. a shoplifter
G. a liar
H. a pessimist
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2. Make one sentence from two. Use Who/That/Which
A. A girl was injured in the accident. She is now in hospital.
B. A waiter served us. He was impolite and impatient.
C. A building was destroyed in the fire. It has now been rebuilt.
D. Some people were arrested. They have now been released.
E. A bus goes to the airport. It runs every half hour.

3. Complete the sentences. Choose from the options below and use who/that/which.
happened in the past
runs away from home
cannot be explained
developed the theory of relativity
makes furniture
can support life
has stayed there
were hanging on the wall
A. Helen works for a company
B. The movie is about a girl
C. What happened to the pictures
D. A mystery is something
E. I've heard it's a good hotel, but I don't know
anyone
F. History is the study of things
G. Albert Einstein was the scientist
H. It seems that Earth is the only planet
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4. Are these sentences righ or wrong? Correct them where necessary.
A. I don't like stories who have unhappy endings.
B. What was the name of the person who called?
C. Where's the nearest shop who sells bread?
D. Dan said some things about me they were not true.
E. The driver which caused the accident was fined $1000.
F. Do you know the person that took these pictures?
G. We live in a world what is changing all the time.
H. Gary apologized for what he said.
I. What was the name of the horse what won the race?
J. The woman lives next door is a doctor.
K. Did you find the keys you lost?
L. The people we met last night were very friendly.
M. The people work in the office are very friendly.
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N. I like the people I work with.
O. What have you done with the money I gave you?
P. What happened to the money was on the table?
Q. What's the worst film you've ever seen.
R. What's the best thing it has ever happened to you?

5. What do you say in these situations? Complete each sentence with a relative clause.
A. Your friend lost some keys. You want to
know if he found them. You say:
Did you find...?
B. A friend is wearing a dress. You like it. You
tell her:
I like the dress...
C. You wanted to visit a museum, but it was
shut. You tell a friend:
The museum … was shut.
D. You invited people to your party. Some of
them couldn’t come. You tell someone:
Some of the people … couldn’t come.
E. Your friend had to do some work. You want
to know if she has finished. You say:
Have you finished the work…?
F. You rented a car. It broke down after a few
miles. You tell a friend:
Unfortunately the car … broke down after a
few miles.
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6. These sentences all have a relative clause with a preposition. Put the words in the correct
order.
A. Did you find (looking / for / you / the books
/ were)?
Did you find...?
B. We couldn’t go to (we / invited / to / were /
the wedding).
We couldn’t go to...
C. What’s the name of (the hotel / about / me
/ told / you)?
What’s the name of…?
D. Unfortunately I didn’t get (applied / I / the
job / for).
Unfortunately I didn’t get...
E. Did you enjoy (you / the concert / to /
went)?
Did you enjoy…?
F. Gary is a good person to know. He’s (on /
rely / can / somebody / you).
Gary is a good person to know. He’s….
G. Who were (the people / with / were / you)
in the restaurant yesterday?
Who were … in the restaurant yesterday?
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7. Put in that or what where necessary. If the sentence is already complete, leave the space
empty.
I gave her all the money (A) -

I had.

Did you hear (B) what

they said?

She gives her children everything

(C)

Tell me you (D) what

want and I’ll try to get it for you.

Why do you blame me for everything

-

they want.

that

(E)

I won’t be able to do much, but I’ll do (F) what

goes wrong?
I can.

I won’t be able to do much, but I’ll do the best (G) I don’t agree with (H) what

I can.

you said.

I don’t trust him. I don’t believe anything

(I)

-

he says.
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1. A. An architect is someone who designs buildings.
B. A customer is someone who buys something from a shop.
C. A burglar is someone who breaks into a house to steal things.
D. A coward is someone who is not brave.
E. A tenant is someone who pays rent to live somewhere.
F. A shoplifter is someone who steals from a shop.
G. A liar is someone who doesn't tell the truth.
H. A pessimist is someone who expects the worst to happen.

5

2. A. The girl who/that was injured in the accident is now in hospital.
B. The waiter who/that served us was impolite and impatient.
C. The building which/that was destroyed in the fire has now been rebuilt.
D. The people who/that were arrested have now been released.
E. The bus which/that goes to the airport runs every half hour.

1

3. A. that makes furniture.
B. who runs away from home.
C. which were hanging on the wall.
D. that cannot be explained.
E. who has stayed there.
F. that happened in the past
G. who developed the theroy of relativity.
H. that can support life.
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4. A. ...stories that/which have...
B. Correct!
C. ...shop that/which sells bread?
D. ...about me which/that were not true.
E. The driver who/that caused...
F. Correct!
G. ...a world that is changing...
H. Correct!
I. ...the horse that won...
J. The woman who lives next door...
K. Correct!
L. Correct!
M. The people who work in ...
N. Correct!
O. Correct!
P. ...money that was on...
Q. Correct!
R. ...thing that has ever...
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5. A. the keys you lost

B. you're wearing

C. you're going to watch

D. I wanted to visit

E. I invited to the party

F. I rented
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6. A. the books you were looking for
B. the wedding we were invited to
C. the hotel you told me about
D. the job I applied for
E. the concert you went to
F. somebody you can rely on
G. the people you were with
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7. A. -

B. what

C. -

G. -

H. what

I. -

D. what
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